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Abstract Reduction in specific and viscous dissipation

rate in surface waters by flow control and contaminant

removal are the goals of constructed wetlands. A two-

dimensional simulation study on surface flow through a

constructed wetland in Guilin, China is performed. The

flow through the wetland is modeled and dynamically

simulated by distinct case studies by varying both inlet

width and inflow rate. Nonlinear increase in peak dynamic

pressure and specific dissipation rates as a function of

increasing inflow rate is reported for the different cases

studied. The results of the numerical models confirm an

increase in viscous dissipation, shear stress and dynamic

pressure within the wetland with increase in inflow rate.

These modeling results are used as inputs for performing a

statistical data analysis. Further, a multivariate stochastic

statistical framework has been proposed for the prediction

of dissipation as a function of variables including inflow

rate, inlet geometry and wall shear stress. Multivariate and

variance analysis is performed to validate the appropri-

ateness of the theoretical models proposed. Results provide

simplified meaningful suggestions to constructed wetland

design and related applications.

Keywords Constructed wetland � Flow dynamics �
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List of symbols

WRSIS Wetland Reservoir-Subirrigation-System

FCWS Farmland-Channel-Wetland-System

NSRA Navier–Stokes equations with Reynolds Averag-

ing

W Inlet width

q Mass inflow rate

k Turbulent kinetic energy

Re Reynolds number

t Time

vx Velocity in x direction

vy Velocity in y direction

m Kinematic viscosity

sij Critical bed-shear stress on wall

v Velocity magnitude

p Dynamic pressure

x Specific dissipation rate

s Wall shear stress

E(v) Maximum velocity

E(p) Maximum dynamic pressure

E(x) Peak dissipation rate

E(s) Peak wall shear stress

R2 Coefficient of determination

S Sample standard deviation

r Standard deviation

l Mean deviation

Dn Maximum discrepancy

qxi;j
Correlation coefficient

ki,j Eigenvalue

1 Introduction

Wetlands help to treat polluted water by removing con-

taminants such as chemicals, pesticides, sediment and
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fertilizers through natural physical and biochemical pro-

cesses (Mitsch and Wise 1998; Kadlec 1999; Knight et al.

2000) Building upon this knowledge, a Wetland Reservoir

Subirrigation System (WRSIS) was developed in Ohio,

USA (Allred et al. 2001), which is comprised of a con-

structed wetland and a water storage reservoir linked to a

network of subsurface drainage pipes used at different

times to either drain or irrigate crops through the root zone

(Fig. 1). Runoff and subsurface drainage are collected in

the constructed wetland. Natural processes allow the wet-

land to partially treat the water through removal of nutri-

ents, pesticides, and sediment. The water is then routed to a

storage reservoir and held until needed to subirrigate crops

during the growing season. Weir-type hydraulic control

structures are manually operated to regulate the surface

water levels in the wetland and shallow ground water levels

in soil, while limiting offsite discharge. WRSIS operates in

a closed loop mode for the most part, and very little water

is released outside the system. Allred et al. (2001, 2003,

2007) and others have assessed benefits from this system,

including: (1) greater crop yields, (2) additional wetland

habitat, and (3) reductions in the amount of nutrients,

pesticides, and sediment discharged into local waterways.

These types of systems can play an effective role in

reducing pollutant loss from farmland, improving irrigation

water supply and increasing grain output. In China, irri-

gation and drainage systems are mostly open channel for

rice-based irrigation schemes.

The relatively high expenditure for subsurface drainage

is a major limitation for implementation of the typical

Ohio, USA WRSIS concept, especially in southern China.

Therefore, a similar system named Farmland-Channel-

Wetland-System (FCWS) was introduced as an adaptation

of the Ohio WRSIS in Guilin, China (Wei et al. 2007; Shan

et al. 2008). This new system is suitable for irrigation

schemes with open channels (Fig. 2), and is composed by

two parts: Farmland and constructed wetlands, which are

linked by open channels. Farmland drainage flows into the

wetland system, and after natural water treatment occurs,

the water can be reused for irrigation or can be dispersed

into a drainage channel or river.

Among a large number of articles devoted to the

investigation of flow characteristics in water bodies

involving the Navier–Stokes equation, there is a relatively

small amount of literature with stochastic multi-parameter

approaches appended to computational flow modeling

(Davies et al. 2003). Simulation on the Monash University

Research Wetland was conducted by Somes et al. (1999)

using MIKE 21, a two-dimensional model developed by

Somes et al. at the Danish Hydraulic Institute. Hydraulic

roughness, water depth and vegetation contents were found

to be the factors that controlled flow within the wetland.

They found that eddy viscosity was the key parameter by

which the flow forces within the wetland were inertial

rather than frictional. Wetlands are ecosystems that are

highly effective in dissipation of energy (Pokorny et al.

2010). These ecosystems include plant cover or vegetation.

This emergent vegetation and its effects on wetland

hydraulics were also studied by Bernhard et al. (2004), and

more than 13 pond shapes and their flow characteristics as

a function of inlet and outlet location, basin morphology

were studied by Persson et al. (1999).

Hydrodynamic analysis of wetlands is complicated by

the large variation in shapes, vegetation, seepage, inflow

rate, influent flow chemistry, etc. Following this, a study is

undertaken to understand the variability in constructed

wetland flow dynamics as a function of inlet width and

inflow rate. This variability suggests that a statistical

framework is required for improved quantification and

modeling flow dynamics which help in water treatment and

management.

1.1 Site description

In Guilin, the FCWS was introduced as illustrated in a rice-

based irrigation scheme in Fig. 3. Herein drainage and

surface water from the paddy fields are routed to a con-

structed wetland via a drainage channel, instead of directly

to a drainage ditch. The harvested drainage water once

treated in the constructed wetland is routed to a mainFig. 1 Composition of the WRSIS concept in Ohio

Fig. 2 Composition of the FCWS in Guilin, China
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drainage canal within the drainage and irrigation network.

One paddy field was transformed into the constructed

wetland (Fig. 3) and treats the nutrients from upper paddy

field drainage (Shan et al. 2008).

In flow experiments performed at the Guilin site (Shan

et al. 2008), the farmland area is divided into three separate

zones by the two irrigation and drainage double-duty chan-

nels coming from Qingshitan Reservoir. The study region for

FCWS is the paddy field area between the two channels and

consists of 15 paddy fields with a total area of about 0.8 ha.

Drainage from these 14 paddy fields drain to the constructed

wetland (0.04 ha).The drainage area to constructed wetland

area ratio is 20:1. The maximum depth of the constructed

wetland is 60 cm while the maximum water depth is 40 cm.

Two islands were constructed in the middle of the basin to

guide inflow and improve residence time.

1.2 Numerical methods and flow models

A numerical model mesh for the two-dimensional study

was developed as illustrated in Fig. 4 using Gambit, and

plotted in Tecplot 360 (Fluent 6.3 2006; Tecplot Inc.

Fig. 3 Layout of paddy fields

that drain to the Guilin FCWS

Fig. 4 The modeled two-dimensional mesh of the basin
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2007). The wetland basin within the Cartesian coordinate

system is illustrated in Fig. 4. The first part of this study

which include nine case studies with distinct combinations

of inlet width (0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 m) and mass inflow rate

(2, 20 and 200 l/s). The second part of this study includes

the first 9 case studies as well as 27 different cases with

distinct combinations of inlet width (0.5–1.0 m) and mass

inflow rate (200–1,200 l/s). These study parameters inclu-

ded extreme flow conditions that might be observed in this

basin. The mass flow rate of 2 l/s represents the minimal

rate recorded at the basin by the Guilin Experiment Station

staff. Assumption for the modeling include negligible

evaporation or evapotranspiration losses, a zero graded

wetland bottom, homogenous vegetation providing a con-

stant roughness coefficient (0.03), negligible wetland

porosity such that mass exchanges between the surface and

subsurface water are negligible (Bolster and Saiers 2002;

Chow 1959).

The hydrodynamic flow field of each of the 36 cases is

solved producing numerical flow variable values. Then

these values are used as input for the development of

stochastic multivariate models to predict turbulent dissi-

pation characteristics and dynamic pressure variations

within the basin. Wei et al. (2009) conducted preliminary

studies of a set of 27 numerical cases provide better

interpretation of the influence of extreme flow conditions.

Wei et al. analyzed different combinations of mass inflow

rate and inlet geometry, including inlet width ranging

between 0.5 and 1.0 m, and mass inflow rate ranging

from 2 to 1,200 l/s.

2 Mathematical model applications and analysis

2.1 Numerical formulations

2.1.1 Governing equations

The flow dynamics within the wetland basin are simulated

using Conservation of Mass and Navier–Stokes equations

with Reynolds Averaging (NSRA). The k * x model is

used to simulate flow (Menter 1994). This model is a two-

equation, eddy-viscosity model, which is used as a low-

Reynolds number turbulence model without any extra

damping functions. The k * x model integrates the vis-

cous sub-layer flow, and performs well in cases with

adverse pressure gradients (Umlauf et al. 2003). The gov-

erning equations for incompressible flow that are included

in Fluent
TM

(Fluent 6.3 2006) are:

Conservation of mass equation:

ovx

ox
þ ovy

oy
¼ 0 ð1Þ

Momentum equations:

q
ovx

ot
þ u

ovx

ox
þ v

ovx

oy

� �
¼ l

o2vx

ox2
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oy2

� �
� op

ox
þ qgx

ð2Þ
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ð3Þ

Kinematic eddy viscosity equation:

mT ¼
a01k

max a01x; S
0F2

� �
Turbulence kinetic energy represented as k-equation:
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Specific dissipation rate represented as x-equation:
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where the Reynolds number for turbulent flow is defined as

ReT ¼ k
xm.

Closure coefficients and auxiliary relationships are as

follows (Fluent 6.3 2006):

F2 ¼ tanh max
2
ffiffiffi
k
p

b�xy
;
500m
y2x

 !" #2
8<
:

9=
; ð6Þ

pk ¼ min s
oui

oxj
; 10b�kx

� �
ð7Þ

F1 ¼ tanh min max

ffiffiffi
k
p

b�xy
;
500m

y2x

 !
;

4r0x2
k

CDkxy2

" #( )4
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CDkx ¼ max 2qr0x2

1

x
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oxi

ox
oxi

; 10�10

� �
ð9Þ

/ ¼ /1F1 þ /2ð1� F1Þ ð10Þ

The model constants contained in the above closure and

auxiliary relationships are:

a1 ¼
5

9
; a2 ¼ 0:44; b1 ¼

3

40
; b2 ¼ 0:0828; b� ¼ 9

100
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The model constants in Eqs. 6–10 are:

r
0� ¼ 1

2
; r0k1

¼ 0:85; r0k2
¼ 1; r0x1

¼ 0:5; r0x2
¼ 0:856:

2.1.2 Other details of simulation process

Governing equations were solved using Fluent
TM

. The flow

domain of the wetland basin was divided into small finite

volume cells as shown in Fig. 4 with a structural tetragonal

mesh. The governing NSRA process with k and x equa-

tions were integrated over each cell to generate a linear

system of equations. These were solved systematically for

each cell in the flow domain.

Convective and diffusive fluxes were calculated using

the second-order upwind and central differencing scheme.

These linear equations were iteratively solved until con-

vergence when the residuals were sufficiently small for

each equation. A time-marching procedure with first order

accurate forward differencing time integration was applied

to reach steady-state solutions until the variation of each

parameter between two successive steps was insignificant

over the domain.

Water density and viscosity was specified to be 1,000 and

0.001 kg/m3, respectively, for the numerical simulations.

Temperature was assumed to be 25�C. The walls of the

basin mesh in Fig. 4 were applied with a no-slip condition.

The initial wall roughness height was taken from Chow

(1959) to be 0.005 m and the roughness constant to be 0.03

for the vegetative basins. The following provides simulation

results for the hydrodynamic parameters velocity, dynamic

pressure, viscous drag, and wall shear stress.

2.2 Results and discussion

2.2.1 Velocity

Figure 5 illustrates modeling results for all combinations of

mass inflow rate (2, 20 and 200 l/s) with inlet width (0.5,

0.7 and 1.0 m), and provides insight into the phenomenon

of short-circuiting and dead zones within the basin. For a

given width, say 0.5 m, as mass flow rate increases, the

potential for dead zones is reduced, and the potential for

short-circuiting increases. These results are related to the

spatial influence of the location of the inlet and the small

island, as well the location of the larger island. Initially the

small island helps dissipate some of the flow energy and

distributes the inflow in two directions. The second island

continues to influence short-circuiting. Short-circuiting

needs to be minimized so that a design residence time is

maintained for proper treatment. Velocity magnitude

illustrated in Fig. 5 changes with the change in inflow rate

and inlet width.

Flow velocity values are dimensionally small, i.e.,

ranging from 0.00005 to 0.0030 m/s, in the above simu-

lation results. Therefore, the simulation results presented

below are based on the maximum velocity for each of 27

inlet width and inflow rate combinations. For the following

section we are evaluating the simulation results for inflow

rates in the range of 2–1,200 l/s with the range of inlet

widths from 0.5 to 1.0 m. These results are illustrated in

Fig. 6. As expected there is a linear increase in velocity

with increasing inflow rate, and maximum velocity, E(v),

decreases as inlet width increases in the order:

E vð Þ0:5 [ E vð Þ0:6 [ E vð Þ0:7 [ E vð Þ0:8 [ E vð Þ0:9 [ E vð Þ1:0

2.2.2 Dynamic pressure

Dynamic pressure is similar to the kinetic energy of a fluid

particle and is the pressure due to the passage of water

through the wetland. Figure 7 illustrates maximum dynamic

pressure variation as a function of inflow rate. Peak

dynamic pressure within the wetland basin increases with

increased inflow rate. Maximum dynamic pressure, E(p),

varies with width in the following order:

E pð Þ0:5 [E pð Þ0:6 [E pð Þ0:7 [E pð Þ0:8 [E pð Þ0:9 [E pð Þ1:0

The maximum pressure distribution (Fig. 7) illustrates

the characteristics of Stokes flow (Keller 2003), where the

peak dynamic pressure within the basin follows a linear

trend with inlet width in the range of 0.9–1.0 m. Peak

dynamic pressure in the basin with inlet widths less than

0.9 m is nonlinear.

2.2.3 Dissipation rate

A properly designed wetland basin should reduce the

energy consumption required to minimize turbulent dissi-

pation. The specific dissipation rate, x, is the rate of dis-

sipation of turbulence per unit of energy. Dissipation rate

varies with increase in inflow rate. In general, peak dissi-

pation rate E(x) varies with inlet width as:

E xð Þ0:6[E xð Þ0:7[E xð Þ0:8[E xð Þ0:5[E xð Þ1:0[E xð Þ0:9

The random behavior of increasing x as a function of

inflow rate is illustrated in Fig. 8 with respect to inlet

width. Figure 8 also illustrates a width-specific effect on

the variation of maximum dissipation rate within the basin.

Compared to the case with inlet widths of 0.5, 0.9 and 1 m,

the case with inlet widths of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 m would

provide better dissipation features.
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2.2.4 Wall shear stress

From Fig. 9, wall shear stress, s, is directly proportional to

the inflow rate. Wall shear stress plays a role in predicting

dissipation rates along the basin wall, but dissipation rates

are negligible away from the basin walls (Jovanovic et al.

1995). Maximum wall shear stress, E(s), varies with width

in the order:

E sð Þ0:8 [ E sð Þ0:6 [ E sð Þ0:7 [ E sð Þ0:9 [ E sð Þ0:5 [ E sð Þ1:0

The wetlands with inlet width of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 m

respectively tend to have similar wall shear stresses within

the respective wetlands.

Fig. 5 Comparison of velocity contours with change in inlet width (0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 m) and inflow rate (2, 20 and 200 l/s)
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3 Stochastic multi-parameter model application

and comparison

3.1 Theoretical framework

Stochastic methods have been widely used in the fields of

hydrology (Cantet et al. 2011; Haan 1994; Lee and Yoo

2001), hydraulics (Chen et al. 2009; Erik 2011; Kim et al.

2004) and agriculture (Perreault et al. 2000; Wu and Wang

1998; Young et al. 2011). The nonlinear nature of dynamic

pressure and dissipation rate is confirmed from Figs. 7 and

8, and a multiplicative or lognormal model may be repre-

sentative of the variability of these variables’ relationship

(Benjamin and Cornell 1970). The management and con-

struction of treatment wetlands relies on a quantitative

understanding of surface water flows as a function of

geometrical and flow aspects as well as the resistance

offered by the vegetation within the wetland. Therefore,

assume the response variable, Yi, represents the variation in

dynamic pressure, as well as dissipation rate, each of which

is a function of the predictor variable, Xi, expressing inlet

width, W, inflow rate, q, and possibly other predictor

variables, the nonlinear model can be expressed as:

Yi

Yi�1

¼ Xbi
i ; for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k ð11Þ

where the Yi are response variables, the Xi are predictor

variable, and bi are model constants (Soboyejo and Nestor

2000).

Equation 11 is a stochastic nonlinear model, showing

the relationship between the flow characteristic Yi at step i

and its value at step i - 1. In Eq. 11 the transfer function

Xbi
i contains the effect of the predictor variable Xi at step i

(Benjamin and Cornell 1970). Since there are k predictor

variables in the generalized multi-parameter stochastic

model, Eq. 11 represents only one of the steps for

i = 1, 2,…, k. Equation 11 is extended to a multi-param-

eter multiplicative model to predict nonlinear flow char-

acteristics on the basis of inflow rate, q = X1, and width

specific parameter, X2, and other predictor parameters,

Yi ¼ Y0Xb1

1 Xb2

2 . . .Xbk

k

Let the initial value of Y0 represented by an alphabet a

for simplicity, then

Yi ¼ a
Yk

i¼1

Xbi
i ð12Þ

Let y = yi = ln Yi, Eq. 12 can be linearized as shown in

Eq. 13,

y ¼ ln aþ
Xk

i¼1

bi ln Xi ð13Þ

The predictor parameters Xi in Eqs. 12 and 13 are

dimensionally distinct and can be represented using

different units, Eq. 12 is reformulated to provide

dimensional similarity. This is performed as (Soboyejo

and Nestor 2000):
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Y=Y0 ¼
Yk

i¼1

Xi=Xi0ð Þbi ð14Þ

where Xi0 is the maximum constant value to the predictor

variable Xi for i = 1, 2,…, k and has the same physical

unit as Xi. Both the left and right sides of Eq. 14 are

dimensionless. The model constant a can be represented by

Soboyejo and Nestor (2000):

a ¼ Y0

Yk

i¼1

Xbi

i0

( )�1

ð15Þ

3.2 Discussion and multi-parameter development

3.2.1 Case I: dynamic pressure variation and prediction

models

The known parameters of inlet width, W, and inflow rate, q,

are used as inputs to the two-dimensional flow model. The

results of the flow modeling were plotted in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8,

9. From Fig. 7, dynamic pressure variation was found to be

nonlinear with inflow rate and inlet width of the wetland.

Hence, dynamic pressure, p, is written as:

pi ¼ a
Y

i

Xbi
i for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n ð16Þ

Equation 16 is a stochastic model showing the

relationship between pi at step i from the dynamic

pressure at step i - 1 and transfer function Xbi
i . This

transfer function Xbi
i lumps in the effect of the inflow rate,

Xi, for i = 1 for any specific inlet width under

consideration.

Table 1 represents the results of regression analysis and

values for the model constants a and b1. It also gives the

Coefficient of Determination, R2, and the Sample Standard

Deviation, S. The R2 values are encouraging.

When considering the flow in the wetland basin, the

wetland’s shape and inflow rate have great influence on

flow behavior (Persson et al. 1999). In order to further

study the influence of inflow rate and inlet width parame-

ters, Eq. 16 is transformed as shown below to include inlet

width parameter, X2, for inlet width, W. This parameter

lumps the combined effects of inlet width and inflow rate

influencing the variation in dynamic pressure within the

basin (Soboyejo et al. 2001). Following the theoretical

framework proposed for the derivation of Eq. 12, the

dynamic pressure p within the wetland can be expressed as:

p ¼ aXb1

1 Xb2

2 ð17Þ

where a; b1 and b2 are model constants.

The results in Table 2 confirm the influence of inflow

rate on dynamic pressure in the wetland basin. Theoretical

models in Table 2 and experimental cumulative frequency

of p are found to have a maximum discrepancy,

Dn = 0.084. The maximum discrepancy, Dn, is found to be

less than the critical maximum difference D0:05
n ¼ 0:23

(Ang and Tang 1984).

Therefore, the model proposed in Table 2 is appropriate

at a 5% significance level for predicting p as illustrated in

Table 3 below.

The theoretical multi-parameter model in Eq. 17 pre-

dicts peak dynamic pressure in the wetland basin with

99.8% accuracy as illustrated in Fig. 9. The model in

Table 2 also satisfies

VarðpÞ � b1

� �2
Var X1ð Þ þ b2

� �2
Var X2ð Þ ð18Þ

where

Var(p) = 2.349 & (2.01)2 9 0.376 ? (0.989)2 9 0.848.

The mathematical verification of Eq. 18 also confirms the

major influence of inflow rate on the dynamic pressure

variation in the wetland basin. Figure 10 plots the dynamic

pressure variations as simulated by the two dimensional

numerical models as a function of dynamic pressure pre-

dicted from the stochastic model enumerated in Table 2.

Table 1 Model coefficients of determination and error in the model

for p as a function of inflow rate q = X1 following p ¼ f ðX1Þ ¼ aXb1

1

W Model a b1 R2 S

0.5 p(0.5) -5.59 2.00 99.6 0.00181

0.6 p(0.6) -6.18 2.00 99.7 0.0026

0.7 p(0.7) -6.39 2.01 99.9 0.0062

0.8 p(0.8) -6.76 2.02 99.8 0.0035

0.9 p(0.9) -7.99 2.02 99.9 0.0029

1.0 p(1.0) -8.03 2.00 99.8 0.0002

p(0.5) stands for the dynamic pressure variable when inlet width is

0.5 m; similar for p(0.6)–p(1.0)

Table 2 Stochastic model for p as a function of inflow rate q = X1

and inlet width W = X2 following Eq. 17 as p = f(X1, X2)

Predictor variables a b1 b2 S R2

X1 -6.82 2.01 0 0.92 64.6

X2 -0.075 2.01 0.989 0.06 99.92

Table 3 Dn and D0:01
n of Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for evaluating the

model in Table 2

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test at 5% level of confidence

Model Dn Number of data samples Critical value of D0:05
n

p 0.084 36 0.23
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The accuracy of the stochastic models is confirmed since

the two-dimensional numerical simulation results match

the results from the stochastic multi-parameter model.

3.2.2 Case II: dissipation as a function of inlet width

factor, q, and wall shear stress

Figure 9 illustrates a unique characteristic of wall shear

stress to increase irrespective to the variations of flow rate,

X1, at their corresponding inlet geometry of the wetland

basin. Figure 8 illustrates the random behavior of the

specific dissipation rate irrespective of the flow rate, X1,

and corresponding inlet geometry parameter, X2. The

actual behavior of these parameters including inflow rate,

X1, geometrical parameter, X2, and wall shear stress, X3, is

hidden but mathematically correlated. The inclusion of the

geometrical parameter is important to assess the timely

variation of the boundaries of the wetland with flooding

and drought events (Feng and Molz 1997). This will help to

also assess the need for structural changes in wetland

design (Swain 1999).

The observed nonlinear development of specific dissi-

pation rate, x = Di, as visually depicted in Fig. 7 is written

in lognormal form as shown below in Eq. 19:

Di ¼ D0Xc1

1 Xc2

2 . . .Xck

k ¼ f
Yk

i¼1

Xci
i ð19Þ

where f, D0 and c1, c2,…,ck are model constants specific to

the wetland basin geometry under study and dependent on

the predictor variables discussed.

d ¼ di ¼ ln Di ¼ ln f þ
Xk

i¼1

ci ln Xi ð20Þ

The log-transformation (Eq. 20) reduces the magnitude

of the experimental data, thus reducing the magnitude of

the mean and error values associated with these data.

Equation 19 therefore, represents an autonomous equation,

D, which is differentiable in its present form. The initial

value of f changes with each new function of Xi for

i = 1, 2,…, k. These functions introduce new relationships

between the response variable, D, and each random

variable, Xi, for i = 1, 2,…, k (Tabuada and Pappas 2005).

The dissipation rate function, Di, is to be modeled to

better predict the boundary conditions of the free water

surface and wall-bounded shear flows in constructed

basins. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a new single

quantity which is an observable random variable that can

predict the stochastic development of these properties. The

observable new quantity should be a simpler representation

of the response variable, Di = Yi (dissipation rate func-

tion), while preserving its trends and original properties. In

order to develop this, the construction of a quotient vari-

able is proposed as:

G ¼ Gi ¼ X1=Di ð21Þ

where X1 is inflow rate (Sussman 1977). The authors note

that the variable X1 is the most influential input parameter

in this study. The random variable Gi jointly characterizes

random variables X1 and Di (Pappas and Simic 2002).

The new random variable Gi maps subjective to Yi(=Di)

as shown in Fig. 11, which confirms that Gi inherited the

mathematical properties of Yi. This implicitly indicates that

input predictor variables of original response variable Yi

become inputs of Gi as illustrated in Eq. 21.

It is to be noted that Yi in the figure is the dissipation

rates (Di or x) derived from the two dimensional numerical

simulation. Then, following Eq. 11, the stochastic devel-

opment of Gi can be written as:

G1=G0 ¼ Xc1

1 ð22Þ

The transfer function Xc1

1 represents the effects of inflow

rate, X1, for each corresponding inlet width. Table 4

presents the results of regression analysis which gives

values for the model constants f and c1, as well as model R2

and S values. Again, the R2 values are encouraging.
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Fig. 10 Peak dynamic pressures from numerical models as a function

of stochastic prediction of dynamic pressure by Eq. 17

Fig. 11 Original variable Yi versus quotient response variable Gi
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When considering how flow is modified within wetland

basins, wall-bounded flow should minimize viscous drag

(Frohnapfel et al. 2007). The relationship between inlet

geometry and inflow rate provides information for deter-

mining the maximum pressure differences within the basin

as shown in Eq. 17. These pressure differences are basi-

cally caused by the friction drag applied by the basin walls.

The new model constant f in Eq. 23 combines the

effects of changes of inflow rate, X1, basin geometry, X2,

and wall shear stress, X3 which influence the variation of

dissipation rate, x, within the basin. From the theoretical

framework proposed for deriving Eq. 12 the new variable

G can be expressed as:

G ¼ f X1;X2;X3ð Þ ¼ f Xc1

1 Xc2

2 Xc3

3 ð23Þ

Further explanation of the framework followed in

Eq. 23 is found elsewhere and interested readers are

requested to refer Soboyejo et al. (2001). Equation 23

can now be linearized and expressed as:

g ¼ gi ¼ ln G ¼ ln f þ
X3

i¼1

ci ln Xi ð24Þ

where c1, c2 and c3 are the model constants. Now the

independent variables X1, X2 and X3 are pooled as per

requirements for Eq. 23 as shown above.

The predictor variables of Eq. 23 are outputs of the flow

modeling studies enumerated earlier with Figs. 3 and 4.

These predictor variables are interdependent and have a

correlation coefficient qxi;j
. Values of qxi;j

between these

variables Xi arranged in i rows and j columns are repre-

sented in the matrix form as qxi;j
in Table 5, where

i = 0, 1, 2,…, n and j = 0, 1, 2,…, k.

Mathematically, correlation qxi;j
between the predictor

variables Xxi;j
enumerated in Table 5 can be linearly map-

ped onto independent predictor variables Vi ¼ Vi;j and

scaled using Eq. 25:

Xi;j � lxi;j

	 
� �
rxi;j

¼ ½T �
vi;j

	 

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ki;j

p
" #

ð25Þ

where lxi;j
and rxi;j

are the mean and standard deviation of the

original interdependent variables Xi;j for i = 0, 1, 2,…, n,

j = 0, 1, 2,…, k and n [ k. The function T
	 

¼ U½ �s

represents the transpose of the null space [ni,j] in the

normalized form (Plappally et al. 2010). The characteristic

equation can be expressed as:

ki;j I½ � � qXi;j

� �h i
ni;j

	 

¼ 0 ð26Þ

where i = 0, 1, 2,…, n, j = 0, 1, 2,…, k and n [ k. From

Eq. 26, there will be one eigen space [ni,j] for each distinct

eigenvalue ki,j. There will be k eigen spaces for qXi;j

� �
. The

trace of the eigenvalue matrix
P

k
i¼1ki;j

� �
also defines the

total variance of the independent predictor variables Vi.

Equation 26 may be rewritten in the form:

G ¼ ef 0Vvc1

1 Vvc2

2 . . .Vvck

k ð27Þ

where f 0; vc1, vc2, …, vck represent the constants of the new

independent predictor variables Vi,j for i = 1, 2, 3, …, k.

These constants indicate the importance and hierarchy of

their influence, which is helpful in finding design value of

the major predictor variable Xi influencing the original

response variable Y.

Multivariate regression results from Table 5 can then be

expressed as:

G ¼ e2:76V�0:109
1 V�1:24

2 V�0:999
3 ð28Þ

Equation 28 illustrates the maximum influence of flow

rate on the stochastic development of G with a R2 = 96.2,

and a standard error of 0.271. Now, the variance of the

parameters in Eq. 28 can be described as:

VarðgÞ � vc1ð Þ2Var V1ð Þ þ vc2ð Þ2Var V2ð Þ þ vc3ð Þ2Var V3ð Þ
ð29Þ

where Var(g) = 1.77 & (-0.109)2 9 1.858 ? (-1.24)2 9

1 ? (-0.999)2 9 0.1416. The mathematical verification of

Eq. 29 confirms the major influence of inlet geometry on G.

The theoretical model in Eq. 28 and the experimental cumu-

lative frequency of G are found to have a maximum discrep-

ancy Dn = 0.197 at a p- value p \ 0.01. The maximum

discrepancy Dn is found to be less than critical maximum

difference D0:05
n ¼ 0:23 (Ang and Tang 1984). Therefore the

Table 4 Model constants, coefficients of determination and error of

model for G as a function of inflow rate q = X1 following

G1 ¼ f
Q

i¼1 Xc1

1

W Model f c1 R2 S

0.5 G0.5 -4.32 1.03 96.4 0.146

0.6 G0.6 -3.27 0.764 100 0.0060

0.7 G0.7 -3.04 0.765 99.9 0.013

0.8 G0.8 -2.99 0.768 99.9 0.015

0.9 G0.9 0.510 0.640 100 0.0063

1.0 G1.0 -0.249 0.716 100 0.0107

Table 5 Correlation coefficient qxi;j
between predictor variables of

Eq. 23

Predictor

variables

X1 X2 X3

X1 1 0 0.78

X2 0 1 -0.358

X3 0.78 -0.358 1
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model proposed in Eq. 28 is appropriate at the 5% significance

level for predicting G, as illustrated in Table 6 and in Fig. 12.

4 Implications

Since complex mathematical models available for pre-

dicting surface water flow characteristics through wetlands

cannot be easily applied by lay technicians, the simple

multi-parameter modeling approach is developed in this

article. Design requirement of dynamic pressure can be

easily predicted for any specific riparian wetland with a

known inflow rate and geometry by similar multi-param-

eter models as depicted in Table 2. A negative correlation

is found between the variables of inlet geometry and var-

iation of shear stress within the wetland. This implies that a

dimensional variation of the wetland would have a greater

effect on the flow resistance.

Wetland specific dissipation rate can be controlled with

small changes in the geometry of the wetland basin, par-

ticularly the inlet width. Inflow rate is a major player in

managing dissipation rate, since with changes in geometry,

inflow rate will change. Both parameters discussed tend to

positively affect each other. The control of viscous dissi-

pation can be used to improve the residence time within the

wetland basin for particles and solutes, thus the treatment

characteristics of the design of the constructed wetland can

help to improve water quality.

5 Summary and conclusions

The combination of k * x model as well as stochastic

regression provides a very efficient tool to provide deep

understanding of flow characteristics while designing

constructed wetlands. The k * x flow model simulation

results for wetland hydrodynamics are correlated with each

other. This hides the independent influences of parameters

impacting flow characteristics. A subroutine inclusive of

information in Table 5, Eqs. 23 and 24 is to be appended to

the k * x flow model simulation post processing program

to remove correlation between its output results. A sum-

mary of the results is given as shown below:

(1) From the two-dimensional flow models, a size effect

is clearly found to control the flow characteristics.

The variation in inlet size has highly affected the flow

characteristics. A change in the inlet width changes

the dimension of wall perimeter in contact with

surface water.

(2) The two-dimensional flow models clearly enumerate

the decrease in the peak velocity magnitude within

the wetland flow domain with increasing inlet width.

(3) Multi-parameter probabilistic modeling of Guilin

constructed wetland variables has helped to combine

interaction existing between the flow parameters as

well as geometric variables at a shallow depth

condition for the prediction of dynamic pressure and

degree of turbulence dissipation.

(4) The dimensional features of the constructed wetland

play an important role to improve the efficacy of the

wetland in controlling viscous dissipation. A minor

change in the wall perimeter of the wetland can effect

changes in dissipation rates.

(5) The models clearly enumerate the dependence of inlet

size and inflow rate in the development of dynamic

pressure and dissipation rates. Inflow rate is the major

variable influencing the dynamic pressure within a

wetland system.

(6) Simplified multi-parameter stochastic quotient based

lognormal model is proposed to predict the peak

measure of turbulence dissipation in constructed

wetlands. The simple stochastic models developed

are capable of predicting peak dynamic pressure

variation and specific dissipation rate with high

accuracy for free and wall bounded surface flows

through constructed wetlands.
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